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1Abstract—With introduction of smart things into our lives,
cloud computing is used in many different areas and changes
the communication method. However, cloud computing should
guarantee the complete security assurance in terms of privacy
protection, confidentiality, and integrity. In this paper, a
Homomorphic Encryption Scheme based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (HES-ECC) is proposed for secure data transfer
and storage. The scheme stores the data in the cloud after
encrypting them. While calculations, such as addition or
multiplication, are applied to encrypted data on cloud, these
calculations are transmitted to the original data without any
decryption process. Thus, the cloud server has only ability of
accessing the encrypted data for performing the required
computations and for fulfilling requested actions by the user.
Hence, storage and transmission security of data are ensured.
The proposed public key HES-ECC is designed using modified
Weil-pairing for encryption and additional homomorphic
property. HES-ECC also uses bilinear pairing for
multiplicative homomorphic property. Security of encryption
scheme and its homomorphic aspects are based on the hardness
of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP), Weil
Diffie-Hellman Problem (WDHP), and Bilinear Diffie-Helman
Problem (BDHP).

Actually, maintaining cloud storage privacy protection and
ensuring data transmission security have become important
issues for the improvement of cloud computing. Recently,
many researches have been conducted on those issues [2]–
[4]. In [5], authors propose a method that authorizes only
data owner to store and access data in the cloud. In [6] and
[7], secure and efficient data forwarding is achieved by key
transmission. In [8], encryption scheme has an intuitive key
distribution mechanism to enable data access. In [9], there is
a masked part of the secret key between the data user and
attribute authorities. In [10], two separate cloud systems that
communicate with each other are required and the data user
must be authenticated.
Encrypted data to be stored in cloud is managed to ensure
transmission security. However, the disadvantage is that
cloud server first needs to perform decryption when any kind
of computation is required. If a user has ability to achieve
computation on encrypted data, then the same user can
utilize from power of the cloud in a more secure way. Potey
et al. presented an encryption scheme that provides cloud
security using homomorphic encryption (HES) in [11].
Homomorphic encryption technique, which was first
suggested by Rivest et al. [12], allows calculation on
encrypted data. Afterwards, a fully homomorphic encryption
proposed in 2009 by Gentry [13], the desired operations
(addition/multiplication) can be executed on the encrypted
data. So, homomorphic encryption provides better security
level in cloud storage. However, there are some
disadvantages of full homomorphic encryption schemes,
which are the greatness of public key, large expansion rate
of the ciphertext, and long consuming time for calculating
the ciphertext. A full homomorphic encryption scheme is
presented for cloud security in [14]. Nevertheless, the
scheme is vulnerable for attacks due to the easy setup of
encryption-decryption algorithm. Problems mentioned above
are solved by using ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) as in
[15]. A new method that balances the load of storage servers
and effectively utilizes the server capabilitiesis suggested in
[16]. Gupta and Biswas in [17], [18] offer homomorphic
encryption scheme for cloud security with use of ECC. ECC
is a public key cryptosystem based on elliptic curve’s group
structure. The essential advantage of ECC becomes to
execute same security level by using smaller keys than the

Index Terms—Cryptography; Homomorphic encryption;
ECC; Cloud security; Modified Weil pairing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing can be defined as an internet based
information processing system that provides easy and
customizable
services.
Cloud
computing
allows
backup/storage of data and management of various
applications on central servers. Cloud storage is a data
storage structure in cloud computing, where digital data is
stored in logical repositories. Stored data can be updated by
different users and necessary computations on the stored
data may be performed by cloud servers in cloud storage.
Also, the data are transferred to the devices when they are
requested. Transportation, healthcare, smart city, smart
mobility, smart metering, smart grid, etc. are some areas
where cloud computing is used. Security and privacy are the
major challenges for cloud computing, which prevent the
cloud computing from being widely accepted in practice.
Wei et al. [1] aim to solve the computation security.
Manuscript received 30 February, 2019; accepted 28 July, 2019.
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l is E l   {P  E  Fq  lP  O}. The Weil pairing of order

conventional asymmetric cryptographic schemes based on a
factoring module or a discrete logarithm. As mentioned in
[19] and [20], the security of ECC is much better than the
Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA) cryptosystem and ECC is
faster than the RSA cryptosystem.
We use cryptographic pairings in our proposed
Homomorphic Encryption Scheme based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (HES-ECC). Cryptographic pairings have
been widely used after an identification based encryption
scheme was suggested in [21]. Morales-Sandoval et al. [22]
offer a pairing based cryptographic scheme that requires a
secure hash function. However, the scheme does not have
homomorphic properties. Although the cryptographic
pairings have been widely used after the identification based
encryption scheme was suggested in [21], in literature, there
are too few encryption scheme with homomorphic properties
using only algebraic structures. The main strength of the
Weil pairing in cryptography is its bilinearity and nondegeneracy. However, the Weil paring is trivial when
applied to two dependent points. Weil pairing with distortion
map is called modified Weil pairing, which does not allow
two dependent points as input [23].
In this paper, modified Weil pairing is used for
encryption. The security of encryption method we propose is
based on the difficulty of Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP) and Weil Diffie-Hellman Problem
(WDHP). Since our master goal is to assure cloud storage
security, we use the homomorphic encryption techniques in
our encryption scheme. Modified Weil pairing and bilinear
pairing are used for homomorphic property in the paper as
well. Hence, the security of homomorphic property is based
on ECDPL, WDHP and Bilinear Diffie-Helman Problem
(BDHP). The proposed HES-ECC consists of a scheme that
uses only algebraic structure of elliptic curves and pairings.
Except of them, there is no need for calculations anything
like xor operation, hash function, secure key distributor,
trusted third party, etc. Open messages cannot be seen along
the way or in the public cloud. Since plaintext is not used
along the way, safe transmission is provided.

l is the map
el : E l   E l  
 l ,

where l is the set of l th roots of unity in Fq . The Weil
pairing has some properties, such as bilinearity, nondegenerate in each variable el T , T   1 for all T  E l 
[25].
2) Modified Weil Pairing
If the point P and Q  E l  are linearly dependent, then

el  P, Q   1, since the Weil pairing has bilinearity property.
This causes some trouble in many cryptographical
applications. The trouble can be avoided using distortion
maps. A distortion map on E  Fq  is an endomorphism 

of E  Fq  , such that   P   P , where P is a group of
points generated by P. We can define a modified Weil
pairing el as follows. Let P  E  Fq  be a point of order n
and let G1 be the subgroup of points generated by P. Let

G2 be the subgroup of Fq* of order n for some k [26]
k

el : G1  G1 
 G2 , el  P, Q   el  P,   Q   .

el  aP, bQ   el  P, Q  .
ab

is a primitive n th root of unity.
Computable: Given P, Q  G1 , there is an efficient
algorithm to compute el  P, Q   G2 [21].
B. Bilinear Pairing
G and G2 are two multiplicative groups of some order n.

A bilinear map e : G2  G2 
 G is defined by following
three properties:

containing q element is denoted by Fq . An elliptic curve
E ( Fq ) consists of the point at infinity O and the set of all



y  a1 xy  a3 y 

for all

Non-degenerate: There exists an u in G2 , such that

2

(1)

j.

Elliptic curves have two

e  u , u   1.

Computable: Given u1 , v1  G2 , there is an efficient
algorithm to compute e  u1 , v1   G [17].

operations, which are a point addition and a scalar
multiplication [24].
1) Weil Pairing
Let l be a positive integer, which is prime to the
characteristic of Fq

 char ( F )  ,
q

ab

a, b  .

2

a j  Fq



Bilinear: e u a , vb  e  u, v  for all u, v  G2 and all

solutions ( x, y) over Fq to an equation

where

(4)

Non-degenerate: If P is a generator of G1 , then el  P, P 

A. Elliptic Curve
Let q is a prime power. Let the finite field with

 x  a2 x  a4 x  a6 ,

(3)

The properties of modified Weil pairing are given as
follows.
Bilinear: For all P, Q  G1 and for all a, b  we have

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES

3

(2)

C. Homomorphic Encryption
For an encryption scheme, if deciphering the encrypted
results after certain mathematical operations applied on
ciphertext is equal to results after certain mathematical
operations applied on the plain text, then the scheme is

where char ( Fq )  p. Let

Fq be an algebraic closure of Fq . Let set of points of order
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called homomorphic encryption. Namely, let Enc is
encryption function, Dec is decryption function, and
ma , mb are any two plaintext. Let  is the addition
operation and
cipher text

not understandable for remote server due to remote server
can see only the encrypted message. Thanks to the
homomorphic property, even if the cloud server performs
some operations (addition/ multiplication) to the encrypted
messages, the user can decrypt it.
The proposed scheme is made of the following steps: key
generation, encryption, decryption, and evaluation. Firstly,
Bob declares his public keys. Then, Alice encrypts the open
messages with these public keys and stores them in public
cloud. Finally, Bob can decrypt these processed messages
with his private key. Cloud server can process these
messages, but cannot see plaintexts as well. Hereby, the
cloud computing security and communication safety is
ensured.

is the multiplication operation defined on

ma  mb  Dec  Enc  ma   Enc  mb   .

(5)

This property is called additional homomorphic
ma * mb  Dec  Enc  ma 

Enc  mb   .

(6)

Also, this property is called multiplicational
homomorphic. If an encryption scheme provides these
properties, then it is called homomorphic encryption scheme.

A. Step 1: Key Generation
Let we choose two different big primes without loss of
generality; say the greater one is n. Let G1 is defined as in

D. Hard Assumption Problems
Some of the assumptions, which are hard to solve, are
used in the proposed work and are given below.
1) Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)
Given P, Q  E  Fq  and Q  kP, it is hard to find

Section II-A2 with P be a base point of order n. Let q1 is
the other great prime. Let g 2 and g are primitive roots of

G2 and

respectively. Let

k  [24].
2) Weil Diffie-Hellman Problem (WDHP)
Let G1 and G2 are defined as in Section II-A2. Given

P, aP, bP, cP  G1 for random a, b, c 

calculate el  P, P 

abc

*
q

, it is difficult to

calculate e  u, u 

and



PK  n, G1 , G2 , G, el , e, P, Q ,

(7)

PR  q1 .

(8)

Receiver Bob generates his PK and PR with this key
generation procedure. While Bob declares his PK with a
public channel, he keeps secret his PR .

Section II-A3 and let u  G2 is a fix generator point. Given
abc

Q  q2 P

Calculate



3) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP)
Let G2 and G are two multiplicative groups defined as in
*
q

n  q1  q2 .

R  q1 P. The public key and the private key are described
in (7) and (8), respectively:

 G2 [27].

u, u a , u b , u c  G2 for random a, b, c 

G, which are described as in Section II-B,

, it is difficult to

 G [28].

B. Step 2: Encryption
M  0, 1, 2, ..., I  is the message space, where I  n. A

sender Alice wants to send an open message m  M to
receiver Bob. Firstly, Alice gets Bob`s PK and calculates

III. PROPOSED HES-ECC
The purpose of the proposed encryption scheme is to
ensure cloud security. It aims to prevent the leakage of data
from original file by processing on the encrypted text
without applying any decryption process. General progress
of HES-ECC in the cloud is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where
Enc is encryption function and Dec is decryption function.

E1  el  mP  Q, P   G2 , where el is defined in Section II-

A2 and E1 is the encrypted message of m . Then, she sends

E1 to Bob and stores E1 on the cloud storage.
C. Step 3: Decryption
Bob computes E2  el  R, P  with his private key q1
after receiving the encrypted message E1 from the cloud.
Bob multiplies E1 and E2 in order to decrypt the open
message. He obtains g 2 m and he can compute discrete
logarithm of g 2 m base g 2 . So, he gets Alice’s open message
m.
The verification of decryption process is as follows:

Fig. 1. The using of HES-ECC in the cloud.

E1 * E2  el  mP  Q, P  el  R, P  

Firstly, a public key is generated and it is declared by a
public channel. Then, the open data are encrypted with
user’s public key and the data are stored as encrypted in the
cloud. Finally, the user can decrypt the changed encrypted
message with the own private key. The encrypted data are

 el  mP  Q, P  el  q1 P, P  
 el  mP  q2 P, P  el  q1 P, P  
 el  (m  q2 ) P, P  el  q1 P, P  ,
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Since m  q2  n and el bilinear

E1 * E2  el  P, P 

obtains ma mb (mod n) with discrete logarithm of g ma mb t base
m  q2  q1

g t . This calculation consume time of O I with lambda
method of Polard.
Verification of multiplicative homomorphic property is as
follows:

(10)

.

Since el  P, P   g 2 and q1  q2  n

E1 * E2  g 2 m  n .

 E1a

(11)

t

E1 * E2  g 2 m .

t

 E1a

 E1a

E1a  E1b  E1a * E1b * A,

t



(14)

,

E1b  * E2
t

E1b   g ma mb t  q2 ,
t

g2  g

ma mb t  q2

*g

(15)
 q1

g

ma mb t

.

(16)

The implementation of the proposed scheme is based just
on elliptic curve point operations and calculation of
modified Weil pairing and bilinear pairing. These operations
can be computed using [29]–[31].

corresponding to the encrypted data E1a , E1b from cloud
define

ma mb t  q2 ( ma  mb  q2 ) t



Since e  g 2 , g 2   g :

(12)

D. Step 4: Evaluation
Evaluation step explains the homomorphic properties of
presented HES-ECC. Alice stores encrypted data into the
cloud. As additional homomorphic properties, Bob requests
the encrypted data added two open messages ma , mb
We

 

 e  g2 , g2 

Since g 2 n  1

server.



E1b   e  E1a , E1b   e g 2 ma  q2 , g 2 mb  q2

where

A  el  rQ, P  , such as r  1, is the number of Ei to be

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

added i  {1a, 1b, 1c, ...} . The cloud computes E1a  E1b and

Proposed HES-ECC fairly assures against an
eavesdropper due to the properties of ECDLP, WDHP, and
BDHP. The following theorem shows that eavesdropper’s
attack to the secret key or open messages is smaller than a
negligible function under hard assumption problems.
Theorem 1: If each polynomial time randomly generates
eavesdropper, which can be neglected for attacking secret
and original data, then it is said that the proposed HES-ECC
is probably secure against the attack of eavesdropper.
Proof: Let an eavesdropper with his  views ( x, y) that

sends to Bob. Bob can decrypt E1a  E1b using decryption
algorithm and obtains

 ma  mb  mod n .

Verification of

additional homomorphic property can be explained as
follows. Here, r  1  2 due to addition of two messages.
Let say E1( a  b ) is encrypted data for ma  mb

E1a  E1b  E1a * E1b * A  E1a * E1b * el  rQ, P  
 el  ma P  Q, P  el  mb P  Q, P  el  (2  1)Q, P  
 el  P, P 

ma  mb  q2

information exchanges between Alice and Bob on insecure
channel. Suppose that the eavesdropper can process his

 el ((ma  mb ) P  Q, P)  E1( a  b ) . (13)

achieving data with . The proposed HES-ECC can be
expressed as

As multiplicational homomorphic properties, Bob
requests encrypted data that multiplied two open message
ma , mb corresponding to encrypted data E1a , E1b from cloud
server.



 E1 , E1a  E1b , E1a

E1b  e  E1a , E1b  where e is defined at

We define E1a

 ma  mb  q2 

ma  mb (mod n)

and computes

decrypt  E1a

E1b 

t

1

 t (mod n)

 E1a

with

Eavesdropper can just reach to E1 , E1a  E1b , E1a

E1b  . Bob can
t

via multiplying it to E2

E1b .

(17)

Where Alice’s inputs are open data and Bob’s input is his
secret key under public key the output of encryption process
is E1 , E1a  E1b , E1a E1b .

Section II-B. The cloud computes E1a E1b and sends the
result to Bob. Before applying decryption algorithm, Bob
computes



Alice(m, ma , mb ), Bob(q1 ) n, G1 , G2 , G, el , e, P, Q 

E1b

and PK . Possible adversary attacks on PR  q1 of Bob is
calculated as follows:

g 2 . He





Pr  ( PK ,  Alice(m, ma , mb ), Bob(q1 ) n, G1 , G2 , G , el , e, P, Q


 Pr  ( PK , ( x, y ))  q1   Pr  ( PK , E1, E1a  E1b , E1a



 Pr  ( PK , el  mP  Q, P  , el  P, P  1 , e  g 2 , g 2 



Possible adversary attacks on open message is calculated

as follows:

81

2

  q  
1

E1b )  q1  

 q1   negl.


(18)
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Pr  ( PK ,  Alice(m, ma , mb ), Bob(q1 ) n, G1 , G2 , G , el , e, P, Q


 Pr  ( PK , ( x, y ))  m   Pr  ( PK , E1, E1a  E1b , E1a



 Pr  ( PK , el  mP  Q, P  , el  P, P  1 , e  g 2 , g 2 



where

negl

is

1  ma  mb  q2 ,

defined

as

negligible





E1b )  m  

 m   negl ,


(19)

these operations processed on it. The plaintext cannot be
seen, except sender and receiver. Therefore, safe
communication is provided. The implementation of HESECC is based on modified Weil pairing, bilinear pairing, and
elliptic curve operations. Hence, the scheme is simple for
practice. Also, a security analysis is given in the paper. So, it
is shown that the HES-ECC is secure by dint of the hard
assumption problems.

function

PK  n, G1 , G2 , G, el , e, P, Q ,

2

  m  

and

 2  ma mb  q2 (ma  mb  q2 ). This inequalities hold under
WDHP, BDHP, and ECDLP assumptions.
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED HES-ECC WITH OTHER
METHOD IN THE LITERATURE.
Hash
Method
Homomorphism ECC
Constraints
Function
Additional and
Proposed
Yes
No
Multiplicational
HES-ECC
Targets
No
No
Yes
encryption
Ref. [5]
with large key
Uses key
No
Yes
Yes
Ref. [6]
aggregate
Uses solving
No
Yes
Yes
key escrow
Ref. [9]
problem
Needs two
Additional
No
No
separate cloud
Ref. [10]
system
Additional and
No
No
Ref. [14]
Multiplicational
Additional
Yes
No
Ref. [17]
Additional and
Yes
No
Ref. [18]
Multiplicational
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